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The Sure Thing is a 1985 romantic comedy written by Steven L. Bloom and Jonathan Roberts
and directed by Rob Reiner. The film stars John Cusack, Daphne . Boom box notwithstanding,
The Sure Thing was a memorable and acclaimed teaches Zuniga's to shotgun a beer, a bit
added to the script after Cusack told. The screenplay can be traced back to an experience writer

Steven L. Bloom had . Mar 26, 2015 . Cusack is on his way to meet the title character, a "sure
thing" played by but the script by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts at least makes a .
Amazon.com: The Sure Thing: John Cusack, Daphne Zuniga, Boyd Gaines, Tim Robbins, Lisa
Jane. Henry Winkler, Jeffrey Stott, Roger Birnbaum, Jonathan Roberts, Steve Bloom: Movies &
TV.. I can recite every word of the script by now .Apr 1, 2015 . I'm speaking of The Sure Thing,
Rob Reiner's follow-up to This is Spinal the strong script by Steve L. Bloom and Jonathan
Roberts, and the . May 11, 2007 . Steven Bloom & Jonathan Roberts were college pals rooming
together in. The writers pitched their script to every studio in town and were turned down. It says
a lot that The Sure Thing gets confused with Say Anything …Dec 30, 2013 . thanks to the script
by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts, and the performances from. The Sure Thing was a kind
of gateway film for me.Jul 11, 2003 . Age hasn't been particularly kind to The Sure Thing, but
there are still. The script, by Steven Bloom and Jonathon Roberts, is not exactly a . Feb 25,
2015 . Written by Steven L. Bloom, Jonathan Roberts. Back above the age level for legal
consent, The Sure Thing is Rob Reiner's first conventional comedy. The script asks Gib to be
both a swell guy and a complete idiot.Director Rob Reiner handles the script with a necessarily
light touch, and allows. What elevates 'The Sure Thing' above the ranks of its genre
contemporaries is. .. Writers Steven Bloom and Jonathan Roberts make every character real
and .
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The Sure Thing is a 1985 romantic comedy written by Steven L. Bloom and Jonathan Roberts
and directed by Rob Reiner. The film stars John Cusack, Daphne . Boom box notwithstanding,
The Sure Thing was a memorable and acclaimed teaches Zuniga's to shotgun a beer, a bit
added to the script after Cusack told. The screenplay can be traced back to an experience writer
Steven L. Bloom had . Mar 26, 2015 . Cusack is on his way to meet the title character, a "sure
thing" played by but the script by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts at least makes a .
Amazon.com: The Sure Thing: John Cusack, Daphne Zuniga, Boyd Gaines, Tim Robbins, Lisa
Jane. Henry Winkler, Jeffrey Stott, Roger Birnbaum, Jonathan Roberts, Steve Bloom: Movies &
TV.. I can recite every word of the script by now .Apr 1, 2015 . I'm speaking of The Sure Thing,
Rob Reiner's follow-up to This is Spinal the strong script by Steve L. Bloom and Jonathan
Roberts, and the . May 11, 2007 . Steven Bloom & Jonathan Roberts were college pals rooming
together in. The writers pitched their script to every studio in town and were turned down. It says
a lot that The Sure Thing gets confused with Say Anything …Dec 30, 2013 . thanks to the script
by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts, and the performances from. The Sure Thing was a kind
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there are still. The script, by Steven Bloom and Jonathon Roberts, is not exactly a . Feb 25,
2015 . Written by Steven L. Bloom, Jonathan Roberts. Back above the age level for legal
consent, The Sure Thing is Rob Reiner's first conventional comedy. The script asks Gib to be
both a swell guy and a complete idiot.Director Rob Reiner handles the script with a necessarily
light touch, and allows. What elevates 'The Sure Thing' above the ranks of its genre
contemporaries is. .. Writers Steven Bloom and Jonathan Roberts make every character real
and .
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The Sure Thing is a 1985 romantic comedy written by Steven L. Bloom and Jonathan Roberts
and directed by Rob Reiner. The film stars John Cusack, Daphne . Boom box notwithstanding,
The Sure Thing was a memorable and acclaimed teaches Zuniga's to shotgun a beer, a bit
added to the script after Cusack told. The screenplay can be traced back to an experience writer
Steven L. Bloom had . Mar 26, 2015 . Cusack is on his way to meet the title character, a "sure
thing" played by but the script by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts at least makes a .
Amazon.com: The Sure Thing: John Cusack, Daphne Zuniga, Boyd Gaines, Tim Robbins, Lisa
Jane. Henry Winkler, Jeffrey Stott, Roger Birnbaum, Jonathan Roberts, Steve Bloom: Movies &
TV.. I can recite every word of the script by now .Apr 1, 2015 . I'm speaking of The Sure Thing,
Rob Reiner's follow-up to This is Spinal the strong script by Steve L. Bloom and Jonathan
Roberts, and the . May 11, 2007 . Steven Bloom & Jonathan Roberts were college pals rooming
together in. The writers pitched their script to every studio in town and were turned down. It says
a lot that The Sure Thing gets confused with Say Anything …Dec 30, 2013 . thanks to the script
by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts, and the performances from. The Sure Thing was a kind
of gateway film for me.Jul 11, 2003 . Age hasn't been particularly kind to The Sure Thing, but
there are still. The script, by Steven Bloom and Jonathon Roberts, is not exactly a . Feb 25,
2015 . Written by Steven L. Bloom, Jonathan Roberts. Back above the age level for legal
consent, The Sure Thing is Rob Reiner's first conventional comedy. The script asks Gib to be
both a swell guy and a complete idiot.Director Rob Reiner handles the script with a necessarily
light touch, and allows. What elevates 'The Sure Thing' above the ranks of its genre
contemporaries is. .. Writers Steven Bloom and Jonathan Roberts make every character real
and .
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The Sure Thing is a 1985 romantic comedy written by Steven L. Bloom and Jonathan Roberts
and directed by Rob Reiner. The film stars John Cusack, Daphne . Boom box notwithstanding,
The Sure Thing was a memorable and acclaimed teaches Zuniga's to shotgun a beer, a bit
added to the script after Cusack told. The screenplay can be traced back to an experience writer
Steven L. Bloom had . Mar 26, 2015 . Cusack is on his way to meet the title character, a "sure
thing" played by but the script by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts at least makes a .
Amazon.com: The Sure Thing: John Cusack, Daphne Zuniga, Boyd Gaines, Tim Robbins, Lisa
Jane. Henry Winkler, Jeffrey Stott, Roger Birnbaum, Jonathan Roberts, Steve Bloom: Movies &
TV.. I can recite every word of the script by now .Apr 1, 2015 . I'm speaking of The Sure Thing,
Rob Reiner's follow-up to This is Spinal the strong script by Steve L. Bloom and Jonathan
Roberts, and the . May 11, 2007 . Steven Bloom & Jonathan Roberts were college pals rooming
together in. The writers pitched their script to every studio in town and were turned down. It says
a lot that The Sure Thing gets confused with Say Anything …Dec 30, 2013 . thanks to the script
by Steve Bloom and Jonathan Roberts, and the performances from. The Sure Thing was a kind
of gateway film for me.Jul 11, 2003 . Age hasn't been particularly kind to The Sure Thing, but
there are still. The script, by Steven Bloom and Jonathon Roberts, is not exactly a . Feb 25,
2015 . Written by Steven L. Bloom, Jonathan Roberts. Back above the age level for legal
consent, The Sure Thing is Rob Reiner's first conventional comedy. The script asks Gib to be
both a swell guy and a complete idiot.Director Rob Reiner handles the script with a necessarily
light touch, and allows. What elevates 'The Sure Thing' above the ranks of its genre
contemporaries is. .. Writers Steven Bloom and Jonathan Roberts make every character real
and .
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